
Freedom Designs Inc. SADMERC Classified Products

HCPCS Code Classification List

Freedom Designs Inc. does not guarantee reimbursement of 

products concerning these codes.  These codes and products were 

classified by CMS, SADMERC, and the Regional DMERC offices, 

and are posted on the SADMERC Wheelchair Accessories 

Classification List website.

If a Freedom Designs Inc. product is not on this list it still 

should be submitted for reimbursement.  These are 

products that are verified at this date.  The process is on 

going as more codes are being published.   

06/02/05 http://www2.palmettogba.com/classifications/wheelchair%20accessories.pdf

Product Name & part number SADMERC POSTED HCPCS Code Descriptor HCPCS

Solid Seats

EE1
EE1 Solid Seat with (2) #462A Econo-Eze frame clamps and (2) #436 30° 

Clamps Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

EE1 - No 

Hardware EE1 Solid Seat - No Hardware Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

EE1 - Micro
Standard Solid Seat with (2) each #439A Micro Seat Brackets, (2) each 

#462G EE Micro Frame Clamps and (2) #436 30° Clamps Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

Twist - 1
Standard Solid Seat with (2) each #494 frame clamps and (2) each 30° 

clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

EZ Lite1
Standard Solid Seat with (2) each #504A frame clamps and (2) each 30° 

clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

EZ Lite1 - Ext
Standard Solid Seat with (2) each #504B extended frame clamps and (2) 

each 30° clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

Snap Lock1
Standard Solid Seat with (2) each #490 or 491 Snap-Lock frame clamps 

and (2) each 30° clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

Glide1
Standard Solid Seat with (2) each #520 Glide Lock clamps, (2) each 

#415A J & L Brackets and (2) each 30° clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-1000 Standard Solid Seat Insert Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-1000A Standard Solid Seat Insert with T-nuts Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-2000
Standard Solid Seat with (4) each #405A1 1" drop hooks and (4) each 

30° clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-3000
Standard Solid Seat with either (4) each #405A1 1", #406A1 2" or #407A1 

3" drop hooks and (4) #402 split collar clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-4000
Standard Solid Seat with (4) each #413A L-brackets, (4) each #414 J-

Hooks and (4) each #402 split collar clamps Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-5000 Standard Solid Seat with  (2) pair of #413A L-brackets Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-6000 Standard Solid Seat with (4) each #490 Snap-Lock frame clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-7000
Standard Solid Seat with (4) each #492 L-brackets, (4) each #414A J 

hooks and (4) each #457 quick release frame clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-7500
Standard Solid Seat with (4) each #462 Econo-Eze frame clamps and (4) 

each #439 seat mount brackets. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-9000
Standard Solid Seat with (4) each #494 Twister frame clamps and (4) 

each #413A L-brackets Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-10000 Standard Solid Seat with (4) each #504A EZ Lite clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-10000-Ext Standard Solid Seat with (4) each #504B Extended EZ Lite clamps Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-11000
Standard Solid Seat with (4) #520 Glide Lock Clamps and (4) #415A J & 

L hooks. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-12000
Standard Solid Seat with (4) each #429A EE Micro seat mount brackets 

and (4) each #462G EE Micro frame clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

101-13000
Standard Solid Seat with (2) each #520  Glide Lock clamps, (4) #415 J & 

L hooks and (2) #403 split collar clamps. Custom fabricated wheelchair seat cushion, any size E2609

Solid Backs

EE2
Standard solid back with (2) each #462A Econo-Eze frame clamps and 

(2) each #437A back mounting forks

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

EE2SL
Standard solid back with (2) each #462A Econo-Eze frame clamps and 

(2) each #515 spring loaded back mounting forks

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

EE2 - No 

Hardware
Standard solid back without hardware

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

EE2 - Micro
Standard solid back with (2) each #462G Micro Econo-Eze frame clanps 

and (2) #437E Micro back mount brackets

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

Twist-2 Standard solid seat with (2) each #494 Twister frame clamps.
Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

EZ Lite2
Standard solid back with (2) #490 Snap-Lock frame clamps and a #430 

seat to back hinge

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

EZ Conf2
Easy Conforming contour back with (2) #415A crescentJ & L brackets, (2) 

#520 Glide Lock frame clamps and (2) #430 seat to back hinges.

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

EZ Conf2-21W

Easy Conforming 21 wide contour back with reinforced hinges, (2) #415A 

crescentJ & L brackets, (2) #520 Glide Lock frame clamps and (2) #430 

seat to back hinges.

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

EZ Conf-Ext2

Easy Conforming Extended contour back with (2) #415A crescentJ & L 

brackets, (2) #520 Glide Lock frame clamps and (2) #430 seat to back 

hinges.

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

Seat modifications and custom foam choices may be bundled with K2609 seat code per SADMERC
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EZ Conf-Ext2-

21W

Easy Conforming Extended 21 wide contour back with (2) #415A 

crescentJ & L brackets, (2) #520 Glide Lock frame clamps and (2) #430 

seat to back hinges.

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

Glide2

Standard solid back with (4) #520 Glide Lock frame mount clamps  and  

(4) #405A1 1" drop hooks. #406A1 2" drop hooks are available at no 

charge

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-1000 Standard solid back insert with loops for sling back mounting
Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-1000A Standard solid back insert with T-nuts 
Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-2000
Standard solid back with (4) #405A1 1" drop hooks and (4) each #436 

30° clamps.

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-3000
Standard solid seat with (4) each #405A 1", 406A1 2" or 407A1 3" drop 

hooks and (4) easch #403 split collars

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-4000
Standard solid back with (4) each #413A L-brackets, (4) each #414A J-

hooks and (4) each #403 split collars

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-5000 Standard solid back with (4) #413A L-brackets
Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-6000 Standard solid back with (4) each #490 Snap-Lock frame clamps
Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-7000
Standard solid back with (4) each #492 Crescent L-brackets, (4) each 

#414 J-hooks and (4) each #457 quick release frame clamps.

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-7500
Standardc solid back with (4) each #462A Econo-Eze frame clamps and 

(4) each #437A back mount forks

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-9000
Standard solid back with (4) each #494 Twister frame clamps and (4) 

each #413 L-brackets

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-10000 Tension Adjustable back upholstery
Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-11000

Standard solid back with (4) each #462A Econo-Eze frame mounting 

clamps and (4) each #515 spring loaded Econo-Eze back mounting 

forks.

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-12000 Easy Conforming Contour Back - Standard
Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-12000-21W Easy Conforming Contour Back - Standard, 21" wide
Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-13000 Easy Conforming Extended Contour Back - Standard
Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-13000-21W Easy Conforming Extended Contour Back - Standard, 21" wide
Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-14000
Standard solid back with (4) each #492A Crescent L-brackets, (4) each 

#414 J-hooks and (4) #520 Glide Lock frame mounting clamps.

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-15000
Standard solid back with (4) #462A Econo-Eze frame mounting clamps 

and (4) #437A back mounting forks.

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-16000

Standard solid back with (4) #492A Crescent L-brackets, (4) each #414 J-

hooks, (2) each #520 Glide Lock frame mounting clamps and (2) #403 

split collar clamps.

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-17000

Easy Conforming contour back with (4) #492A Crescent L-brackets, (4) 

each #414 J-hooks, (2) each #520 Glide Lock frame mounting clamps 

and (2) #403 split collar clamps

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-17000-21W

Easy Conforming 21" wide contour back with (4) #492A Crescent L-

brackets, (4) each #414 J-hooks, (2) each #520 Glide Lock frame 

mounting clamps and (2) #403 split collar clamps

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-17000-

22/26W

Easy Conforming 22-26" wide contour back with (4) #492A Crescent L-

brackets, (4) each #414 J-hooks, (2) each #520 Glide Lock frame 

mounting clamps and (2) #403 split collar clamps

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-18000

Easy Conforming Extended contour back with (4) #492A Crescent L-

brackets, (4) each #414 J-hooks, (2) each #520 Glide Lock frame 

mounting clamps and (2) #403 split collar clamps

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-18000-21W

Easy Conforming Extended 21" wide contour back with (4) #492A 

Crescent L-brackets, (4) each #414 J-hooks, (2) each #520 Glide Lock 

frame mounting clamps and (2) #403 split collar clamps

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

102-18000-

22/26W

Easy Conforming Extended 22-26" wide contour back with (4) #492A 

Crescent L-brackets, (4) each #414 J-hooks, (2) each #520 Glide Lock 

frame mounting clamps and (2) #403 split collar clamps

Custom fabricated wheelchair back cushion, any size, including 

any type mounting hardware
E2617

Solid Seat and Solid Back Packages

538
EE1 Econo Eze Multi-Adjustable Knob Hardware for Seat and EE2-

Econo Eze Multi-Adjustable Knob Hardware for Back (part#538)
Wheelchair component or accessory,not otherwise specified A9900

E1012PK2 PLANAR SEAT, PLANAR BACK, SEAT TO BACK HINGE Integrated Seating System,Planar,for Pediatric Wheelchair E2291 + E2292

E1013PK4 CONTOUR SEAT, CURVED FOAM BACK, SEAT TO BACK HINGE Integrated Seating System,Contoured, for Pediatric Wheelchair E2293 + E2294

E1013PK5 ANT-THRUST SEAT, CURVED FOAM BACK, SEAT TO BACK HINGE Integrated Seating System,Contoured, for Pediatric Wheelchair E2293 + E2294

combo 101-1000A Seat w t-nuts,102-1000a Back w t-nuts,seat/back hinge #430 Integrated Seating System,Planar,for Pediatric Wheelchair E2291 + E2292

combo 101-1000A Seat w t-nuts,102-1000A Back w t-nuts,seat/back hinge #430, 

contoured seat, mod 1-Y, curved wood back mod-2I
Integrated Seating System,Contoured, for Pediatric Wheelchair E2293 + E2294

Back modifications and custom foam choices may be bundled with K2617 seat code per SADMERC
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EZ Lite 1&2 Ez-Lite 1 & Ez-lite 2 Snap Lock hardware with seat & back Integrated Seating System,Planar,for Pediatric Wheelchair E2291 + E2292

EZ Lite 1&EZ 

Lite 2, Mod1Y, 

Mod 2I

EZ-Lite1 Solid Seat with EZ-Lite Hardware, EZ-Lite2 Solid Back with 

Snaplock hardware, Mod-1Y Contour Seat Foam Abductors, Abductor 

and Anti-Thrust and Mod-2I Curved Wood Modifications

Integrated Seating System,Contoured, for Pediatric Wheelchair E2293 + E2294

EE3B2-CTP Medial Thigh Support with Flip Down Bracket and Child top plate

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3B2-STP Medial Thigh Support with Flip Down Bracket and Short top plate

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3B2-LTP Medial Thigh Support with Flip Down Bracket and Long top plate

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3B2-2HTP Medial Thigh Support with Flip Down Bracket and Two Hole top plate

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3E-CTP Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Flip Down Bracket and Child top plate

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3E-STP Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Flip Down Bracket and Short top plate

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3E-LTP Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Flip Down Bracket and Long top plate

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3E-2HTP
Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Flip Down Bracket and Two Hole top plate. 

Hardware and pads included

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3N-CTP
Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Vertical release and Child top plate. Hardware 

and pads included

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3N-STP
Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Vertical release and Short top plate. Hardware 

and pads included

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3N-LTP
Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Vertical release and Long top plate. Hardware 

and pads included

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3N-2HTP
Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Vertical release and Two Hole top plate. 

Hardware and pads included

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3O-CTP
Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Horizontal release and Child top plate. 

Hardware and pads included

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3O-STP
Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Horizontal release and Short top plate. 

Hardware and pads included

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

Medial Thigh Supports                                                                
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EE30-LTP
Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Horizontal release and Long top plate. 

Hardware and pads included

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE3O-2HTP
Medial Thigh Support with Adjustable Horizontal release and Two Hole top plate. 

Hardware and pads included

E0957 Wheelchair accessory, medial thigh support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each and,                        

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0957 + E1028

EE4A-STD Lateral Pelvic / Thigh Support - Solid Seat Mount with Standard 4# foam
Wheelchair accessory, lateral trunk of hip support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE4A-SUN
Lateral Pelvic / Thigh Support - Solid Seat Mount with Medium Sunmate 

foam

Wheelchair accessory, lateral trunk of hip support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE4A-T-FOAM Lateral Pelvic / Thigh Support - Solid Seat Mount with Medium T-foam
Wheelchair accessory, lateral trunk of hip support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE4B-STD
Lateral Pelvic / Thigh Support - Solid Seat Mount with 1" or 2" offsets and 

Standard 4# foam

Wheelchair accessory, lateral trunk of hip support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE4B-SUN
Lateral Pelvic / Thigh Support - Solid Seat Mount with 1" or 2" offsets and 

Medium Sunmate foam

Wheelchair accessory, lateral trunk of hip support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE4B-T-FOAM
Lateral Pelvic / Thigh Support - Solid Seat Mount with 1" or 2" offsets and 

Medium T-foam

Wheelchair accessory, lateral trunk of hip support, any type, 

including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE4C-STD
Lateral Pelvic / Thigh Support - with Quick Release Brackets and 

Standard 4# foam

E0956 Wheelchair accessory, lateral trunk of hip support, any 

type, including fixed mounting hardware, each -and         E1028 

Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable or 

removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase or 

positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE4C-SUN
Lateral Pelvic / Thigh Support - with Quick Release Brackets and Medium 

Sunmate foam

E0956 Wheelchair accessory, lateral trunk of hip support, any 

type, including fixed mounting hardware, each -and         E1028 

Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable or 

removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase or 

positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE4C-T-FOAM
Lateral Pelvic / Thigh Support - with Quick Release Brackets and Medium 

T-foam

E0956 Wheelchair accessory, lateral trunk of hip support, any 

type, including fixed mounting hardware, each -and         E1028 

Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable or 

removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase or 

positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE4C-THIN
Lateral Pelvic / Thigh Support - with Quick Release Brackets and Thin 

foam with ABS.

E0956 Wheelchair accessory, lateral trunk of hip support, any 

type, including fixed mounting hardware, each -and         E1028 

Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable or 

removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase or 

positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5A-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with fixed L-bracket hardware and standard 4# 

foam.

Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE5A-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with fixed L-bracket hardware and medium 

Sunmate foam.

Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE5A-T-FOAM
Lateral Thoracic Support with fixed L-bracket hardware and medium T-

foam foam.

Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE5A-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with fixed L-bracket hardware and Thin foam / 

ABS.

Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE5B-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with fixed Offset L-bracket hardware and 

standard 4# foam.

Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE5B-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with fixed Offset L-bracket hardware and 

medium Sunmate foam.

Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE5B-T-FOAM
Lateral Thoracic Support with fixed Offset L-bracket hardware and 

medium T-foam foam.

Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE5B-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with fixed Offset L-bracket hardware and Thin 

foam / ABS.

Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each
E0956

EE5E-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware and 

standard 4# foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware and 

medium Sunmate foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-T-FOAM
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware and 

medium T-foam foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

Lateral Thoracic Supports                                                                

Lateral Hip/Thigh Supports                                                                
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EE5E-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware and Thin 

foam / ABS.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-TR-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware, standard 

4# foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-TR-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware, medium 

Sunmate foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-TR-T-

FOAM

Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware, medium T-

foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-TR-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware, Thin foam / 

ABS and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-STD-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware and 

standard 4# foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-SUN-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware and 

medium Sunmate foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-T-FOAM-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware and 

medium T-foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-STD-

MICRO-THIN

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware and 

Thin foam with ABS.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-TR-STD-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware, 

standard 4# foam and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-TR-SUN-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware, 

medium Sunmate foam and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-TR-T-

FOAM-MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware, 

medium T-foam and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5E-TR-

MICRO-THIN

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away hardware,  Thin 

foam / ABS and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5G-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Quick Release hardware and standard 4# 

foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5G-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Quick Release hardware and medium 

Sunmate foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028
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EE5G-T-FOAM
Lateral Thoracic Support with Quick Release hardware and medium T-

foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5G-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Quick Release hardware and Thin foam / 

ABS.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5G-TR-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Quick Release hardware, standard 4# 

foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5G-TR-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Quick Release hardware, medium 

Sunmate foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5G-TR-T-

FOAM

Lateral Thoracic Support with Quick Release hardware, medium T-foam 

and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5G-TR-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Quick Release hardware, Thin foam / ABS 

and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware and standard 4# foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware and medium Sunmate foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-T-FOAM
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware and medium T-foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware and Thin foam / ABS.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-TR-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware, standard 4# foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-TR-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware, medium Sunmate foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-TR-T-

FOAM

Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware, medium T-foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-TR-THIN

Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware, medium Thin foam / ABS and mounting 

tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-STD-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware and standard 4# foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028
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EE5K-SUN-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware and medium Sunmate foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-T-FOAM-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware and medium T-foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-THIN-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware and Thin foam / ABS

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-TR-STD-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware, standard 4# foam and mounting tracks.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-TR-SUN-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware, medium Sunmate foam and mounting 

tracks.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-TR-T-

FOAM-MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware, medium T-foam and mounting tracks.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5K-TR-THIN-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Locking Swing Away, summer/winter 

lateral adjustment hardware, Thin foam / ABS and mounting tracks.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away hardware and 

standard 4# foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away hardware and 

medium Sunmate foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-T-FOAM
Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away hardware and 

medium T-foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away hardware and 

Thin foam / ABS.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-TR-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away hardware, 

standard 4# foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-TR-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away hardware, 

medium Sunmate foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-TR-T-

FOAM

Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away hardware, 

medium T-foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-TR-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away hardware, Thin 

foam / ABS and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028
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EE5P-STD- 

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away 

hardware and standard 4# foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-SUN- 

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away 

hardware and medium Sunmate foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-T-FOAM-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away 

hardware and T-foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-TR-THIN-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away 

hardware and Thin foam / ABS.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-TR-STD-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away 

hardware, standard 4# foam and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-TR-SUN-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away 

hardware, medium Sunmate foam and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-TR-T-

FOAM-MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away 

hardware, medium T-foam and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5P-TR-THIN-

MICRO

Micro Lateral Thoracic Support with Lever Release Swing Away 

hardware, Thin foam / ABS and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5R-TR-T-

FOAM

Lateral Thoracic Support with Adjustable Growth (lift to) Swing Away Hardware, T-

foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5R-TR-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Adjustable Growth (lift to) Swing Away Hardware, Thin 

foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5S-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing Away 

Hardware and standard 4# foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5S-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing Away 

Hardware and medium Sunmate foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5S-T-FOAM
Lateral Thoracic Support with Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing Away 

Hardware and medium T-foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5S-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing Away 

Hardware and Thin foam / ABS.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5S-TR-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Adjustable Growth (lift to) Swing Away Hardware, 

standard 4# foam and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028
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EE5S-TR-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Adjustable Growth (lift to) Swing Away Hardware, 

medium Sunmate foam and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5S-TR-T-

FOAM

Lateral Thoracic Support with Adjustable Growth (lift to) Swing Away Hardware, T-

foam and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5S-TR-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Adjustable Growth (lift to) Swing Away Hardware, Thin 

foam / ABS and mounting track.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5T-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing 

Away Hardware and standard 4# foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5T-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing 

Away Hardware and medium Sunmate foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5T-T-FOAM
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing 

Away Hardware and medium T-foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5T-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing 

Away Hardware and Thin foam / ABS

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5T-TR-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing 

Away Hardware, standard 4# foam and mounting track

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5T-TR-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing 

Away Hardware, medium Sunmate foam and mounting track

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5T-TR-T-

FOAM

Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing 

Away Hardware, T-foam and mounting track

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5T-TR-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) Swing 

Away Hardware, Thin foam / ABS and mounting track

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5U-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth & Width Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) 

Swing Away Hardware and standard 4# foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5U-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth & Width Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) 

Swing Away Hardware and medium Sunmate foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5U-T-FOAM
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth & Width Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) 

Swing Away Hardware and medium T-foam.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5U-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth & Width Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) 

Swing Away Hardware and thin foam / ABS.

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028
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EE5U-TR-STD
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth & Width Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) 

Swing Away Hardware, standard 4# foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5U-TR-SUN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth & Width Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) 

Swing Away Hardware, medium Sunmate foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5U-TR-T-

FOAM

Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth & Width Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) 

Swing Away Hardware, medium T-foam and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE5U-TR-THIN
Lateral Thoracic Support with Depth & Width Adjustable Growth (Release Lever) 

Swing Away Hardware, Thin foam / ABS and mounting tracks

E0956 - Wheelchair Accessory, lateral trunk or hip support, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each     

E1028 - Wheelchair accessory, manual; swingaway, retractable 

or removablemounting hardware for joystick, other than control 

interface or positioning accessory.

E0956 + E1028

EE7B-STD (Headrest Hardware w/ Pad) MULTI-ADJUSTABLE-STD 5#

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7B-SUN (Headrest Hardware w/ Pad) MULTI-ADJUSTABLE-MED SUN

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7B-T-FOAM (Headrest Hardware w/ Pad) MULTI-ADJUSTABLE-MED T-FOAM

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7C-STD 3-PIECE HEADREST-STD 5#

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7C-SUN 3-PIECE HEADREST-MED SUN

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7C-T-FOAM 3-PIECE HEADREST-MED T-FOAM

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7E-STD HINGE LOCK HEADREST-STD 5#

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7E-SUN HINGE LOCK HEADREST-MED SUN

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

Head Supports                                                                 
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EE7E-T-FOAM HINGE LOCK HEADREST-MED T-FOAM

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7F MULTI-ADJ. NECK COLLAR

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7G-STD FLIP BACK HEADREST-SHORT-STD 5#

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7G-SUN FLIP BACK HEADREST-SHORT-MED SUN

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7G-T-FOAM FLIP BACK HEADREST-SHORT-MED T-FOAM

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7H (Headrest) MOLDED FLIP-LONG TRACK

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7I-STD (Headrest) PULL KNOB QUICK REL.-STD 5#

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7I-SUN (Headrest) PULL KNOB QUICK REL.-MED SUN

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7I-T-FOAM (Headrest) PULL KNOB QUICK REL.-MED T-FOAM

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7K ADJUSTABLE PADDED NECK COLLAR

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028 + 

E0960

EE7M-STD DOGLEG HEADREST-STD 5#

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7M-SUN DOGLEG HEADREST-MED SUN

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7M-T-FOAM DOGLEG HEADREST-MED T-FOAM

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7N-STD (Headrest) SLIDE LOCK FLIP-STD 5#

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7N-SUN (Headrest) SLIDE LOCK FLIP-MED SUN

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028
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EE7N-T-FOAM (Headrest) SLIDE LOCK FLIP-MED T-FOAM

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7P (Headrest) CHUBBIE MULTI ADJ. FLIP

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7Q LOW PROFILE NECK/HEAD

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7R (Headrest) SKINNY W/MULTI. ADJ. FLIP

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7S HIGH PROFILE NECK/HEADSUPPORT

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028

EE7T (Headrest Hardware w/ Pad) ROCK N ROLL COMPLETE

E0955 Wheelchair accessory, Headrest, cushioned, 

prefabricated, including fixed mounting hardware, each, and, 

E1028 Wheelchair accessory, manual  swingaway, retractable 

or removable mounting hardware for joystick, other interphase 

or positioning accessory.

E0955 + E1028
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